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Ortho-unit polygons can be guarded with at most ⌊n−4
8
⌋ guards
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Abstract

An orthogonal polygon is called an ortho-unit polygon if its vertices have integer coordinates,
and all of its edges have length one. In this paper we prove that any ortho-unit polygon with
n ≥ 12 vertices can be guarded with at most ⌊n−4

8
⌋ guards.

1 Introduction

A (simple) polygon P is a sequence of n vertices v1, . . . , vn and n edges v1v2, v2v3, . . . , vn−1vn, vnv1
such that no pair of non consecutive edges share a point. In this paper, and following standard
notation in the Art Gallery literature, we will refer to P as the region enclosed by the union
of the vertices and edges of P ; the boundary of P , denoted as ∂P , consists of the edges and
vertices of P . Following O’Rourke’s terminology [14], we will assume that ∂P ⊂ P . A point
p ∈ P guards a point q ∈ P if the line segment pq joining them is contained in P . A set S of
points in P guards P if any point in P is guarded by at least one point in S. A polygon is called
an orthogonal polygon if its edges are horizontal or vertical line segments.

In this paper we will study guarding problems for ortho-unit polygons, that is orthogonal
polygons all of whose edges have length one. Our main result is that ⌊n−4

8
⌋ points are always

sufficient and sometimes necessary to guard any ortho-unit polygon.
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2 Previous work

The study of guarding or illumination problems of polygons on the plane is a classic area of
research in computational geometry. In 1973 V. Klee posed the problem of determining the
minimum number of guards needed to guard any art gallery whose boundary is represented by
a polygon (Hosenberg 1976 [9]). Klee’s problem was solved by Chvátal [4], who proved that ⌊n

3
⌋

guards are always sufficient and sometimes necessary. A short and elegant proof was later given
by Fisk [6] using triangulations of polygons.

· · ·

(a)

· · ·

(b)

Figure 1: (a) is a family of polygons in which ⌊n
3
⌋ guards are required. (b) is a family of

orthogonal polygons in which ⌊n
4
⌋ guards are required.

For orthogonal polygons, Kahn, Klawa and Kleitman’s [10] proved that ⌊n

4
⌋ points are always

sufficient to guard any orthogonal polygon with n vertices. This bound is also tight. Since
then a plethora of papers studying several variations to Klee’s original question have appeared;
see [14, 15, 18].

Orthogonal polygons have been widely studied, among other reasons,since they model in a
more realistic way traditional buildings, which are better modeled by orthogonal polygons. To
our knowledge there are at least six different proofs of the Orthogonal Art Gallery Theorem,
e.g. see [7, 13, 16, 17]. Hofman and Kriegel [8] proved that any orthogonal polygon with holes
can always be guarded with ⌊n

3
⌋ vertex guards. Bjorling-Sachs proved that ⌊ 3n+4

6
⌋ edge guards

are always sufficient and sometimes necessary to guard an orthogonal polygon [3]. Katz and
Roisman [12] studied the problem of guarding the vertices of an orthogonal polygon is NP -hard.

The guarding problem for polyominoes, orthogonal polygons that are obtained by joining
sets of unit squares, was studied by Biedl et al. [2]. They proved that ⌊m+1

3
⌋ point guards are

always sufficient and sometimes necessary to guard a polyomino with area m, possibly with
holes. Katz and Morgenstern [11] studied the problem of guarding an orthogonal art gallery
with cameras that slide along horizontal or vertical straight tracks. They proved that if only
horizontal tracks are allowed, then finding the minimum number of tracks needed can be found
in polynomial time. Durocher et al. [5] extended Katz and Morgenstern results by proving that
finding a set of tracks that minimizes the sum of their lengths can also be solved in polynomial
time, even for orthogonal polygons with holes.

Biedl et al. [1] studied the problem of guarding orthogonal polygons with sliding k-transmitters,
a point guard that slides along an axis line segment s. A k transmitter can see s point p ∈ P if
the perpendicular line segment joining it to S intersects the boundary of P at most k times.

The interested reader can find more information in a book by O’Rourke [14] and two survey
papers, by Shermer [15] and Urrutia [18].

3 Guarding ortho-unit polygons 1

In this section we prove our main result, namely:

Theorem 1. Any ortho-unit polygon with n ≥ 12 vertices can be guarded with at most ⌊n−4

8
⌋

guards. Moreover, ⌊n−4

8
⌋ guards is sometimes necessary.
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(a) (b)

Figure 2: (a) is a short ‘macuahuitl’ polygon, with 28 sides, requiring 3 guards. (b) is
an illustration of extending a ‘macuahuitl’ polygon. This requires 8 additional sides and
one additional guard. Both polygons require n−4

8
guards.

Suppose P is an ortho-unit polygon with n ≥ 12 vertices. In order to prove that ⌊n−4

8
⌋

guards suffice to guard P we first introduce an auxiliary structure to help us find appropriate
guard positions, the column tree.

A vertical (resp. horizontal) cut of P is the extension of a vertical (resp. horizontal) edge
of P at a reflex vertex towards the interior of P . Because P is ortho-unit, each vertical cut
connects two reflex vertices. As observed by O’Rourke in [14], there are n−4

2
reflex vertices in

any orthogonal polygon and hence there are n

4
− 1 vertical cuts. They, in turn, partition P into

n

4
one wide rectangles, which we call columns. Note that the top and bottom of each column

are horizontal unit length edges.

a
b

c

e

d

f g
h i

j

k

l

(a) Partition of the polygon into columns.
Columns labeled a, c, d, j, k, l are called
teeth.

a

b

c

ed

f g
h i

j

k

l

(b) The corresponding column tree. Ver-
tices representing teeth are leaves in the col-
umn tree.

Figure 3: When two columns share a border in figure (a), their corresponding vertices
share an edge in figure (b).

The column tree of P , denoted by T , is the tree whose vertices are the n

4
columns of P ,

where two vertices of T are joined by an edge if they are separated by a vertical cut. Note that
a guard placed on a vertical cut will guard both incident columns. A simple observation, then,
is that a perfect matching in T would yield a set of n

8
guards which guard all of P : each of

the edges in the matching corresponds to a vertical cut, and placing a guard on each of these
vertical cuts would result in a set of guards which guard the entire polygon. Of course, T will
typically not contain a perfect matching but this observation is our starting point, nonetheless.

The following proposition, which follows easily by induction, reveals that leaves of T are the
barrier to finding a perfect matching. We state it in a form which will be convenient to us later
in the proof.

Proposition 2. Suppose T is a tree, and x ∈ V (T ) is a leaf. Then there is a matching in T

3



which saturates x and all interior vertices of T .

Because P is ortho-unit, leaves in T correspond to columns in P that are one unit high, and
have edges to their left or right. We call such structures teeth in P ; teeth can be either left- or
right-facing depending on whether they have edges to their right or left side, respectively. As a
second auxiliary structure, we create the tooth graph H of P as follows: the vertices of H are
the teeth of P . Two teeth t1 and t2 are connected by an edge in H if the horizontal cut from
either the top or bottom edge of t1 coincides with a horizontal cut from the top or bottom edge
of t2. Equivalently, two teeth are connected by an edge if a single guard can simultaneously
view both.

Lemma 3. The components of H consist of paths and isolated vertices.

Proof. The maximum degree of a tooth in H is clearly two as there are only two horizontal cuts
incident to it, one each coming from its top and bottom edge. Since the teeth have height one,
either both the top and bottom horizontal cuts of two teeth coincide, or the top cut of one tooth
coincides with the bottom cut of its neighbor. This immediately rules out cycles, and so each
component is a path.

An interior edge of T is an edge of T which is not incident to a leaf. Each interior edge
corresponds to a vertical cut which is not incident to a tooth. We say that an interior edge of
T can guard a tooth if a guard can be placed on the corresponding vertical cut in such a way
that it guards the tooth.

The following lemma is the key to efficiently guarding the teeth of the polygon.

Lemma 4. Suppose P is an ortho-unit polygon. Let O denote the set of odd components of
the tooth graph H of P . Then there is a matching between O and the interior edges of T which
saturates O and so that each matched interior edge can guard a leaf in the corresponding matched
component.

a

b

c

d

e

f

g

Figure 4: Above is a matching of teeth. We see that c and g are matched, as are b and e
and, a and d. f is unmatched.

Proof. Components in O are either isolated teeth or odd length paths of teeth. Note that the
odd length paths can be arranged vertically, and there is a top-most and bottom-most edge of
the top and bottom teeth of the path.

We build a bipartite graph where one partite set consists of components in O and the other
partite set consists of interior edges of T as follows. Fix a component x in O. This component
has a top-most and bottom-most horizontal edge (if the component consists of only one tooth,
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then these are the top and bottom edge of that tooth, otherwise they lie in the top and bottom
tooth respectively. Consider the horizontal cut defined by the top-most edge; this intersects P
again at a reflex vertex, r. Because this is the topmost edge in a component of H , r does not
lie on a tooth. Hence, the vertical cut through r corresponds to an internal edge e of T . We
connect the component x to the internal edge e, and similarly connect x to the internal edge
obtained in a similar way using the bottom edge.

a
b

c

e

d

f
g

h i

j k

l

m

n

(a) A matching of internal edges and teeth
using Hall’s Theorem.

a

b

c

ed

f
g

h i

j k

l

m

n

(b) A representation of the matching in the
column tree. Bold edges are unmatched.

The internal edges have maximum degree two, their potential neighbors being determined
by the horizontal cuts through the reflex vertices at the top and bottom. Meanwhile, the odd
components have degree exactly two, unless the top and bottom of the component connect to
the same interior edge (and hence the component is the only neighbor of the edge.) The desired
matching, then, is an easy consequence of Hall’s theorem. That the edge guards a tooth it is
matched to is a consequence of the fact that the horizontal cut coming from one of the reflex
vertices ending the vertical cut corresponds with a horizontal cut coming from the tooth.

We think of the matching guaranteed by a Lemma 4 as a matching between leaves of T
(teeth) and internal edges so that one of the endpoints of each odd component of H is matched.

Now we are ready to turn to the meat of the proof of Theorem 1. For our ortho-unit polygon
P , consider a matching guaranteed by Lemma 4. As several matchings are considered in the
proof, we call this one the L-matching. While the L-matching the proof provides may match
teeth with internal edges far from them, it is easier to deal with a ‘closer’ matching. To that
end, we consider a matching satisfying the conclusion of the lemma that minimizes the sum
of distances from the teeth (leaves) to the matched internal edges. Such a matching has the
property that all edges between a tooth and its matched internal edge are also matched (as
otherwise there is a ‘better’ matching.) Fix such a minimal L-matching; we will work with it
for the remainder of the proof.

Place guards on the vertical cuts corresponding to L-matched internal edges in such a way
that they also guard their matched tooth. Let F ′ be the forest spanned by L-matched internal
edges in T , and F be the forest obtained by removing all vertices in F ′ along with the L-matched
teeth. The vertices in F , then, correspond to columns that still need to be guarded. Denote
by H ′ the graph obtained by removing all L-matched teeth from the tooth graph H . Note
that H ′ consists solely of even paths, and hence contains a perfect matching, which we call the
T -matching.

Lemma 5. Let X be a set of internal edges which span a component of F ′. Then the guards
placed on the corresponding vertical cuts guard a total of 2|X |+1 columns of P , including teeth.
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m

n

(a) A matching which minimized the sum
of distances from the teeth to the matched
internal edges.

a

b

c

ed

f
g

h i

j k

l

m

n

(b) A representation of the matching in the
column tree. Edges shown bold are un-
matched.

Proof. Each guard sees both columns incident to the vertical cut it sits on. Since the internal
edges span a tree whose vertices are these columns, this is precisely |X |+1 columns. Furthermore
each guard also guards the tooth L-matched to its internal edge. Since all edges are internal,
these are disjoint from the columns already counted and 2|X | + 1 columns are guarded in
total.

Now we need to guard the remaining columns corresponding to vertices in F . To this end,
we fix a root in T . If F ′ is non-empty, we choose the root to be a leaf L-matched to an internal
edge in F ′. If all components in H are even, then F ′ is empty; in this case, we choose the root
to be an arbitrary leaf. We now define, for every component of F , its root to be the vertex in
the component closest to the root of T .

Let ℓ be a leaf of a component of F . We say ℓ blames a component C of F ′ if ℓ is the first
vertex outside of C on the shortest path from C to the root in T . From the definition, one
immediately has

Lemma 6. No component C of F ′ is blamed by more than one leaf ℓ.

On the other hand,

Lemma 7. Suppose ℓ is a leaf or isolated vertex in F that is not a leaf in T . If ℓ is isolated or
not the root of its component, then ℓ blames some component C in F ′.

Proof. Fix a vertex ℓ satisfying the hypothesis of the lemma. We claim that ℓ is incident to
multiple internal edges of T . If T were a star, then it is easy to see that P is a vertically oriented
double comb, and actually in this case the center vertex is not a leaf in F (which in the case is
all of T , as the components of H in this case are all edges.) Thus ℓ is certainly incident to at
least one internal edge of T .

If ℓ were only incident to one internal edge of T – which is not L-matched to any tooth, as
ℓ is in F and not F ′ – then it must also be adjacent to some collection of leaves. Since ℓ is a
leaf in F these leaves must be L-matched. Then the corresponding tooth could be guarded by
the internal edge incident to ℓ. Our choice of L-matching then rules out this case, as we could
replace the L-matched internal edge of some tooth by the internal edge incident to ℓ and reduce
the total distance of the L-matching.

Thus ℓ is incident to at least two internal edges of T . One of these is not in F and, since ℓ
is either isolated in F or not the root of its component, not on the shortest path to the root.
The other end of this edge is a vertex which is in F ′, and ℓ blames that vertex’s component as
desired.

6



a

f

g

st

Figure 7: Suppose the column tree is rooted at a. The red, blue, yellow and green subtreees are
the components of F ′. The vertices f, g, s and t are in F . While t blames the red component, g
blames both the green and blue components. The yellow component remains unblamed.

We are now ready to complete the proof.

Proof of Theorem 1. It remains to guard the vertices of F . For each non-trivial component, we
apply Proposition 2 to obtain a matching in F , the F -matching, which covers all interior vertices
of the component and the root of each component (taking that root to be x in Proposition 2 if
the root is a leaf). We place guards on each of the vertical cuts corresponding to these matched
edges. At this point, we have placed guards on vertical cuts the edges of F ′ and the F -matched
edges of F . The only unobserved columns now correspond to isolated vertices and unmatched
leaves in F .

For each unmatched leaf or isolated vertex in F that is not a leaf in T we place a guard
dedicated to guarding the associated column.

The remaining leaves correspond to teeth in P and are handled as follows: fix a perfect
T -matching in H ′, the tooth graph consisting of teeth that were not matched in the first step.
For each edge of this T -matching, we add guards as follows:

1. If both teeth are saturated in the F -matching we do nothing, as both teeth are already
guarded.

2. If one tooth is saturated in the F -matching but one is not, note that the guard can be
placed in such a way that it actually guards both teeth simultaneously, while still guarding
the columns it was originally responsible for.

3. If neither tooth is saturated in the F -matching, place a single guard responsible for both
teeth.

By this construction all columns are guarded. Furthermore, on average each guard is responsible
for at least two unique columns. This follows as the only guards initially assigned a single column
are those which, by Lemma 7 blame some component of F ′. Per Lemma 5, the guards guarding
the columns of a component of F ′ guard, in the aggregate, an extra column beyond the claimed
average of two each. Assigning this ‘extra’ column to the guard only assigned a single column
which blames that component gives the claimed average.

This suffices to prove that at most n/8 guards can guard P . To prove that, actually, at most
(n− 4)/8 guards suffice, we proceed as follows.

If F ′ is non-empty, note that the root of T is incident to an internal vertex x of T that by
our choice of matching is in F ′. The component of x is not blamed by any leaf and hence the
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‘extra’ column is never assigned. Thus, if g guards are placed 2g + 1 is a lower bound for the
number of distinct columns guarded so that 2g + 1 ≤ n

4
; rearranging g ≤ n−4

8
as desired.

If F ′ is empty, which occurs if all components of H are even, there is an ‘extra’ column
assigned to a guard if, when considering the T -matching, case (b) above ever occurs.

If case (b) never occurs, take an alternating path in the matching on F starting from some
leaf ℓ in T . This ends at some other leaf of T , ℓ′.

If ℓ and ℓ′ are not paired in the T -matching with each other, interchange the edges of the
alternating path to obtain a new matching. For this matching it is easy to see that case (b) will
occur and the matching satisfies all other desired conditions.

If ℓ and ℓ′ are paired in the T -matching, ensure that we are in case (c) above, possibly
interchanging the edges of the alternating path to obtain a new F -matching. Note that the
path between ℓ and ℓ′ in T then contains a matched internal edge, and a guard can be placed
on this internal edge in such a way that it sees not only the incident columns but also guards
both the teeth corresponding to both ℓ and ℓ′.

This assignment of guards to columns ensures that there is at least one more than twice the
number of guards columns guarded, and hence yields the desired bound.

4 Integral Polygons

An orthogonal polygon is an integral orthogonal polygon if all of its edges have integer length.
The lower bound on the number of guards needed to guard this family of polygons is given by
the integral version of the well-known orthogonal comb polygon which requires n/4 guards. See
Figure 8 for an example.

Figure 8: An integral polygon P of perimeter N which requires N/6 guards. The elements of a
guard set for P are shown in red.

We can prove, via an unenlightening and complicated proof (not included in this paper),
that integral orthogonal polygons of perimeter N can be guarded using at most ⌊N/5⌋ guards.
Nevertheless, we conjecture that N/6 guards are always sufficient:

Conjecture 8. Let P be an integral orthogonal polygon of perimeter N . Then P can always be
guarded with at most ⌊N/6⌋ guards.
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